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Abstract: This paper investigates the impact of trade protection on Chinese steel prices. The paper sheds 

light on the relatively new Chinese steel futures market for concrete reinforcing bar (rebar), which has 

quickly become the most highly traded metal future in the world and yet has received very little attention 

in the academic literature. Moreover, the paper contributes to the existing literature on the consequences of 

trade protection by observing the behaviors of both spot and futures markets in response to trade measures. 

How do Chinese steel spot and futures markets react to President Trump’s Section 232 tariffs, as well as 

those implemented by policymakers in other countries? Our empirical results indicate that Chinese futures 

prices respond negatively to foreign trade protection, while spot prices exhibit little response to the 

implementation of foreign duties. We also find that equity prices of large Chinese steel firms decline in 

response to duties. Finally, our results indicate that duties are associated with lower share price volatility, 

perhaps because trade barriers signal decreased reliance on more volatile foreign markets. 
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Chinese Steel Response to Tariffs 
 

I. Introduction 

 

China produces more steel than the rest of the World combined. It consumes most of this 

production, but due to its sheer size, any slowdown in Chinese steel consumption results in export flows 

that threaten steel markets in other steel producing countries. In response, several countries have applied a 

plethora of protectionist measures against China’s steel industry in recent years. 

 A second feature of China’s extraordinary steel growth, most of which took place in the first decade 

of the 21st century, has been the development of the first highly traded steel futures market in the World. In 

fact, the volume of concrete reinforcing bar trading on the Shanghai Futures Exchange (SHFE) is now, by 

far, larger than any other metal future in the World. Trading of rebar futures on the SHFE only began in 

2009, but experienced a surge of trading volume in 2013 that eclipsed the few other steel future markets as 

well as other metals trading in general. For example, the 2017 contract volume of SHFE rebar trading was 

702 million contracts, while the second most-traded rebar future, the LME rebar future, had a volume of 

64,430. 

Table 1. Highly Traded Futures Markets 

Contract, exchange 
Number of 

contracts (millions) 

Steel Rebar Futures, Shanghai Futures Exchange 702.02 

Iron Ore Futures, Dalian Commodity Exchange 328.74 

Hot Rolled Coil Futures, Shanghai Futures Exchange 103.13 

Zinc Futures, Shanghai Futures Exchange 91.45 

Nickel Futures, Shanghai Futures Exchange' 74.15 

Gold (GC) Futures, Commodity Exchange (COMEX) 72.8 

Aluminum Futures, Shanghai Futures Exchange 65.42 

Copper Futures, Shanghai Futures Exchange 54.1 

Silver Futures, Shanghai Futures Exchange 53.11 

Aluminum Futures, London Metal Exchange 51.43 

  Source: The Statistics Portal 
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 There is very little literature investigating the Chinese steel futures market. One exception is Arik 

and Mutlu (2014), who study the interaction between Chinese spot and futures prices. They find that spot 

market volatility in China has declined since the rise of steel futures trading. Moreover, their results indicate 

that that the impact of the spot market is stronger in the long-run and futures market is stronger in the short-

run. These results support the argument that spot prices dominate the long-run equilibrium as they reflect 

the real dynamics of production and trade. 

 In the following paper, we study the impact of trade policy on China’s steel futures market. Our 

goal is to shed light on this new futures market while at the same time adding to the substantial literature 

on the consequences of trade protection. Our empirical strategy will be to investigate how futures prices 

respond to trade measures in comparison to spot prices. We will also gauge the impact of protection on the 

share price volatility of individual Chinese steel companies, utilizing volatility series provided by NYU’s 

Volatility Lab (V-Lab).   

 In sum, we find that Chinese steel futures respond negatively to protection, while spot prices show 

little response to the implementation of duties. In addition, we find that share prices of large Chinese steel 

firms decline in response to protection. Finally, our estimates involving volatility series of these same steel 

firms generated by NYU’s V-Lab suggest that protection reduces share price volatility. One possible 

explanation behind this unexpected result is that trade barriers shift sales away from the volatile export 

market. The remainder of the paper is as follows. We provide additional background in the next section, 

discuss the data and empirical model in section 3, present our econometric results in section 4, and conclude 

in section 5. 
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II. Background 

 

 While China’s steel production had been growing dramatically since the early 2000s, its exports 

increased most rapidly starting in 2010 (see below) and peaked in 2015 at 110 million tons of steel.1 It is 

worth noting that this alone was larger than the entire production of the second largest steel producer, Japan, 

which produced 105 MMT in 2015.2 

 

 

Interestingly, in recent years, the primary destinations of Chinese steel exports has been other Asian 

countries, with South Korea and Vietnam topping the list (see Table 2). 

 

 

                                                           
1 See “Steel Exports Report: China,” from the Global Steel Trade Monitor, US International Trade Administration, at 

https://www.trade.gov/steel/countries/pdfs/exports-china.pdf 

2 The other top ten steel producing countries in 2015 were India (90 MMT), US (79 MMT), Russia (71 MMT), S. 

Korea (70 MMT), Germany (43 MMT), Brazil (33 MMT), Turkey (32 MMT), and Ukraine (23 MMT).  These figures 

were similar in 2017, except for India, which produced 101 MMT in 2017 and is now the second largest steel producer, 

ahead of Japan. 

https://www.trade.gov/steel/countries/pdfs/exports-china.pdf
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Table 2 – Recipient share of China’s steel exports  

 2015 2016 2017 

South Korea 12 13 15 

Vietnam 9 11 10 

Philippines 5 6 6 

Indonesia 5 5 4 

India 4 3 4 

Thailand 4 6 4 

Malaysia 3 3 2 

Singapore 3 3  

Turkey 3   

Italy 3   

Saudi Arabia  3  

Pakistan  3 3 

Myanmar   2 

Hong Kong   2 

 

Many of these countries receive an outsized share of their steel imports from China, with South 

Korea, the Philippines, and Hong Kong all purchasing more than 50% of their steel imports from China. It 

is not surprising, therefore, that many of the recent trade measures against Chinese steel have been applied 

by Asian economies. 

There are, as of this writing, 134 trade measures against Chinese steel, including 100 antidumping 

(AD) orders, 27 countervailing duty (CVD) orders and 6 suspension agreements.3 There are also several 

global safeguard orders, which provide more complete protection than AD and CVD orders, while 

AD/CVD target specific countries and levy tariffs that often vary by exporting firm.4 

Interestingly, AD and CVD orders by the US against China have been in place for more than a 

decade, effectively keeping out a substantial portion of Chinese steel imports. As many commentators noted 

                                                           
3 Antidumping duties (ADs) are intended to protect domestic industries from “dumped” imports, i.e. imports sold at 

“less-than-fair-value” prices in the domestic market.  If there is evidence of dumping that has caused or threatened 

“material” injury, then ad valorem duties equivalent to the dumping margin can be applied to the imports of foreign 

firms.  Countervailing duties (CVDs) are intended to protect domestic industries from illegal subsidization of 

foreign firms that cause or threaten “material” injury to domestic firms.  Ad valorem duties can be applied to 

imports equivalent to the margin of illegal subsidization received by these foreign firms.  Suspension agreements are 

a commitment by the foreign industry to sell their exports in the domestic market at reference price that is 

determined to prevent injury to the domestic industry.     
4 Safeguard protection is intended to protect the domestic industry from fairly traded imports that are seriously 

damaging the domestic industry.   
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when President Trump applied “section 232” tariffs to imports of steel and aluminum, China is not even in 

the top ten of steel import sources to the US.5  In fact, the largest markets for Chinese steel exports are 

South Korea (16%), Vietnam (10%), and the Philippines (6%).6 Despite the relatively low share of Chinese 

exports to the US, China’s steel futures prices declined following the announcement of Trump’s 232 tariffs.7 

This begs the question of how China’s steel futures market, the most liquid steel futures market in the world, 

has responded to steel trade protection from the US and other countries. There are relatively few studies 

that have investigated the behavior of the Chinese steel futures market. None of these has focused on the 

impact of trade protection. 

China has two steel products with futures trading on the Shanghai Futures Exchange (SHFE). The 

first is concrete reinforcing bar (rebar), which is used in construction. The second is hot-rolled coil (HRC), 

which is processed into steel sheet products that are used in autos, appliances, pipes, and other construction 

needs. Of the two, rebar receives about seven times the trading volume as HRC (see Table 1 above) and is 

therefore the focus of the study that follows. Trading volume of the SHFE rebar contract increased 

significantly in 2015 and has become the most highly trade futures contract in the world. It appears to serve 

as an effective hedge for steel consumers against price spikes in the spot market. As can be seen from Figure 

2 below, rebar spot prices have on multiple occasions climbed substantially above futures prices.8 On the 

other hand, speculation is an underlying feature of SHFE rebar trading. An article in S&P Global Platts on 

China’s commodity exchanges wrote that: 

“Many observers consider China’s rebar and iron ore futures contracts a speculator’s 

haven; a place for day- traders and punters with no physical exposure to gamble hot 

money, as suggested by the high ratio of volume to open interest. The market can also be 

                                                           
5 Section 232 protection serves to protect the domestic industry from imports that threaten the national security 
of the domestic country.   
66 Thailand, Indonesia, and India are next, each receiving 4% of Chinese steel exports. 
7 See https://www.metalbulletin.com/Article/3792750/China-AM-Ferrous-futures-fall-after-Trump-signs-US-steel-

tariffs-into-law.html. 
8 Chinese steel companies also use the SHFE as a hedging strategy.  See 

http://www.shfe.com.cn/en/AnnouncementandNews/SHFENews/911328493.html 

https://www.metalbulletin.com/Article/3792750/China-AM-Ferrous-futures-fall-after-Trump-signs-US-steel-tariffs-into-law.html
https://www.metalbulletin.com/Article/3792750/China-AM-Ferrous-futures-fall-after-Trump-signs-US-steel-tariffs-into-law.html
http://www.shfe.com.cn/en/AnnouncementandNews/SHFENews/911328493.html
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extremely reactive to Chinese government policy announcements, or global events such 

as fears of a trade war with the US.”9 

 

Figure 2. Rebar Spot and Futures Prices 
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Our primary interest in this paper is to compare the impact of trade measures on SHFE rebar futures 

prices to Chinese rebar spot prices. The particular trade measures targeting Chinese rebar during our 

sample period are found below in Table 3. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
9 https://www.plattsinsight.com/insight/commodity/cross-commodity/chinas-commodity-exchanges/ 

https://www.plattsinsight.com/insight/commodity/cross-commodity/chinas-commodity-exchanges/
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Table 3. Recent trade measures targeting Chinese rebar.10 

Country  Measure  Date Duty (%) 

Canada AD/CVD 1/9/2015 58.1 (32.9 AD, 25.2 CVD) 

Egypt Safeguards 5/10/2015 8.0 

Australia AD/CVD 4/13/2016 30.0 

EU AD 7/30/2016 22.5 

Vietnam Safeguards 8/2/2016 15.4 

Malaysia Safeguards 4/14/2017 13.9 

Dominican Republic AD  1/25/2017 43.0 

Egypt AD/CVD 12/6/2017 29.0 

Pakistan AD 10/23/2017 19.15 

US Section 232 3/2/2018 25.0 

 

With most Chinese steel being domestically consumed; we question why foreign protection from 

any individual destination would impact Chinese steel futures prices to any significant degree. It may be 

the case, however, that protection from one country can cause others to follow suit and raise trade barriers 

on the same product in order to insulate themselves from trade deflection (see Bown and Crowley, 2007). 

Therefore, even though trade barriers erected by individual countries block only a very minor share of 

Chinese exports, they may signal the likely imposition of subsequent barriers that will collectively reduce 

a more substantial share of Chinese rebar shipments. 

 

III. Data and empirical model 

                                                           
10 Data on trade measures, including date of implementation and duty magnitudes, were gathered from numerous 

sources, including Chad Bown’s World Bank Global Antidumping Database 

(http://people.brandeis.edu/~cbown/global_ad/introduction.html), Global Trade Alert 

(https://www.globaltradealert.org/, the WTO, the Canadian Border Service Agency, and arabmeta.net. 

http://people.brandeis.edu/~cbown/global_ad/introduction.html
https://www.globaltradealert.org/
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We study fluctuations of steel reinforcing bar spot prices as well as the prices of rebar futures traded 

on the SHFE between 2013 and May 2018. We construct a model of rebar prices based on key supply inputs 

as well as downstream demand factors. We assume these variables are jointly determined and thus construct 

a VAR of the relevant variables. Inputs include iron ore, metallurgical “coke” (a coal derivative), steel 

scrap, which comprise the majority of steel production costs for Chinese firms. We also control for energy 

prices by including a price index that incorporates coal, oil, and electricity prices in China. Note that 

Chinese steel companies primarily produce steel through an integrated steel process using iron ore and coke, 

while the majority of steel in the US utilizes a recycling process that requires much more steel scrap and 

electricity, very little iron ore, and no coke.   

For demand side factors, we include Chinese investment spending on new construction (the primary 

outlet for steel rebar), and Chinese steel exports. Our VAR takes the following form: 

Xt = ΦXt−1 + . . . + ΦXt−ρ + εt 

 

 

Where X is a vector of endogenous variables that include the price of rebar, iron ore, metallurgical 

coke, steel scrap, energy, investment spending on non-residential construction, the quantity of steel exports, 

and tariffs on Chinese rebar exports.11 

We test two separate models, one that includes spot prices for rebar, iron ore and coke, and a second 

that includes futures prices for rebar, iron ore, and coke. The rebar future contract is traded on the SHFE 

while the iron ore and coke future are traded on the Dalian Commodity Exchange (DCE). In both models, 

we include the price of energy in China, investment spending in China on construction, the quantity of 

Chinese steel exports, and duties applied to Chinese rebar exports. In addition, for each model we include 

two trade-weighted measures of the duties applied to Chinese rebar. The first is weighted by the physical 

                                                           
11 Spot prices in China for rebar, iron ore, coke, scrap, and energy, as well as futures prices for coke, were provided 

by Bloomberg. Futures prices for rebar and iron ore were provided by FactSet. Investment spending on new 

construction in China were provided by National Bureau of Statistics of China. Tariff data on Chinese rebar were 

gathered from Global Trade Alert, Chad Bown’s World Bank Global Antidumping Database, the WTO, the Canadian 

Border Service Agency, and arabmetal.net. 
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(metric tons) share exported to the protected market relative to overall export shipments. The second is 

weighted by the value share of rebar exports to the protected market.12 

In order gauge the appropriate lag length for both our spot and futures VARs, we perform lag length 

criterion test, selecting 16 weeks as the maximum lag length, since steel mill leads times range from 4-16 

weeks. Results from lag length criterion tests are displayed in the Appendix, Table 1, with AIC statistics 

indicating that five lags are appropriate for the spot model and a full 16 lags for the futures model. The 

longer time horizon for the futures market may be due to the active participation of speculators utilizing a 

longer stream of information on steel market conditions in order to capitalize on rising and falling futures 

prices. In contrast, the spot market is used solely by actual consumers of rebar, which include primarily 

construction firms that have an immediate or near-term need for rebar. 

We strongly suspect that our variables are cointegrated, especially given the close relationship 

between rebar, iron ore, coke, and steel scrap. We use unit root tests to confirm that all our variables are 

(1). Table 2 in the Appendix displays results from unit root tests for both our spot and our futures models. 

We find strong evidence that our variables contain individual unit root processes. Table 3 in the Appendix 

displays results for Johansen Cointegration tests. The tests indicate that the spot model contains three 

cointegrating vectors while the futures model contains six cointegrating vectors. Once the appropriate 

number of lags and cointegrating vectors has been determined we can proceed to estimate both our spot and 

future VECM specifications. 

 

IV. Results 

Our spot and futures models fit the data reasonably well, with adjusted R2 scores on our rebar price 

equation ranging from around 0.5 to 0.63. As mentioned above, we attempt to capture the impact of duties 

targeting Chinese rebar exports by weighting these duties by the value and physical weight of these exports 

to the protected market. 

                                                           
12 Data on the value and weight of rebar exports from China were provided by Compustat. 
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Granger Causality tests, seen below in Table 5, reveal statistically significant associations between 

some supply side variables (iron ore and steel scrap), and both demand side variables (new construction 

spending and steel exports) to the rebar spot price. However, neither of the trade-weighted tariff variables 

are statistically significant. 

Table 5. Granger Causality Tests – Rebar spot price  

VEC Granger Causality/Block Exogeneity Wald Tests 

Included observations: 262  

    
Dependent variable: D(LOG(REBAR_SPOT)) 

    
    Excluded Chi-sq Df Prob. 

    
    D(LOG(ORE_SPOT))  7.922488 4  0.0945 

D(LOG(COKE_SPOT))  4.641837 4  0.3261 

D(LOG(SCRAP))  21.35993 4  0.0003 

D(LOG(CHINA_ENERGY_PRICE))  5.141822 4  0.2731 

D(INVEST_NEWCONSTRUCT)  15.24963 4  0.0042 

D(LOG(STEEL_EXPORTS_Q))  37.49494 4  0.0000 

D(LOG(WEIGHT_DUTY))  1.622001 4  0.8048 

    
    All  63.55585 28  0.0001 

    
    

 

VEC Granger Causality/Block Exogeneity Wald Tests 

Included observations: 262  

    
Dependent variable: D(LOG(REBAR_SPOT)) 

    
    Excluded Chi-sq df Prob. 

    
    D(LOG(ORE_SPOT))  8.045977 4  0.0899 

D(LOG(COKE_SPOT))  5.264212 4  0.2612 

D(LOG(SCRAP))  21.78101 4  0.0002 

D(LOG(CHINA_ENERGY_PRICE))  4.933729 4  0.2942 

D(INVEST_NEWCONSTRUCT)  15.14727 4  0.0044 

D(LOG(STEEL_EXPORTS_Q))  37.26330 4  0.0000 

D(LOG(VALUE_DUTY))  1.293878 4  0.8624 

    
    All  63.26557 28  0.0002 

    
    

 

 

Commensurate with these results, we find that none of the estimated coefficients on the tariff 

variables in our VAR to be statistically significant (these results are not included in order to save space, but 

are available upon request). In contrast, Granger causality tests reveal statistically significant associations 

between both trade-weighted tariff variables and rebar futures prices, as seen in Table 6 below. 
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Table 6. Granger Causality Tests – Rebar futures price  

VEC Granger Causality/Block Exogeneity Wald Tests 

Included observations: 214  

    
Dependent variable: D(LOG(REBAR_FUTURE)) 

    
    Excluded Chi-sq df Prob. 

    
    D(LOG(ORE_FUTURE))  71.44806 15  0.0000 

D(LOG(COKE_FUTURE))  27.87944 15  0.0223 

D(LOG(SCRAP))  26.20312 15  0.0359 

D(LOG(CHINA_ENERGY_PRICE))  33.67786 15  0.0038 

D(INVEST_NEWCONSTRUCT)  25.60933 15  0.0423 

D(LOG(STEEL_EXPORTS_Q))  9.961511 15  0.8222 

D(LOG(WEIGHT_DUTY))  29.09560 15  0.0156 

    
    All  340.3841 105  0.0000 

    
    

 

VEC Granger Causality/Block Exogeneity Wald Tests 

Included observations: 214  

    
        

Dependent variable: D(LOG(REBAR_FUTURE)) 

    
    Excluded Chi-sq df Prob. 

    
    D(LOG(ORE_FUTURE))  67.08912 15  0.0000 

D(LOG(COKE_FUTURE))  27.60928 15  0.0241 

D(LOG(SCRAP))  24.36274 15  0.0592 

D(LOG(CHINA_ENERGY_PRICE))  35.59538 15  0.0020 

D(INVEST_NEWCONSTRUCT)  25.10374 15  0.0486 

D(LOG(STEEL_EXPORTS_Q))  7.464821 15  0.9434 

D(LOG(VALUE_DUTY_FINAL))  27.27163 15  0.0266 

    
    All  321.9403 105  0.0000 

    
    

 

We use impulse response functions to gauge the impact of tariffs on rebar futures prices, as seen 

below. With both trade-weighted tariff measures, we find that rebar future prices respond to tariffs by falling 

for a couple of weeks and then recovering by the third week. It may be the case that investors, many of 

whom are ordinary citizens engaged in speculation, initially respond negatively to news regarding the 

implementation of tariffs.13 However, prices appear to recover by the third week, perhaps as it becomes 

                                                           
13 https://www.reuters.com/article/us-china-commodities-futures/china-commodity-exchanges-crack-down-on-

speculation-as-rebar-volumes-soar-idUSKCN0XJ0TP 

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-china-commodities-futures/china-commodity-exchanges-crack-down-on-speculation-as-rebar-volumes-soar-idUSKCN0XJ0TP
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-china-commodities-futures/china-commodity-exchanges-crack-down-on-speculation-as-rebar-volumes-soar-idUSKCN0XJ0TP
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clear that tariffs will not dramatically impact China’s rebar market, which almost entirely serves the 

domestic market. 
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In addition, variance decomposition of rebar indicate that trade-weighted duties are responsible 

for up to 25 percent of the variation in rebar prices. 
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Table 7. Variance Decomposition of rebar futures price 

           
           

 Period S.E. 

LOG 
(WEIGHT_ 

DUTY) 

LOG 
(REBAR_ 
FUTURE) 

LOG 
(ORE_ 

FUTURE) 

LOG 
(COKE_ 

FUTURE) 
LOG 

(SCRAP) 

LOG 
(ENERGY
_PRICE) 

INVEST_ 
NEWCON
STRUCT 

LOG 
(STEEL_ 

EXPORTS_Q)  
           
            1  0.024534  0.078755  99.92125  0.000000  0.000000  0.000000  0.000000  0.000000  0.000000  

 2  0.036836  0.039531  71.58946  27.88512  0.042845  0.026406  0.287023  0.110161  0.019455  

 3  0.044157  0.072820  56.65869  39.92957  1.421691  0.028040  0.225382  0.493677  1.170133  

 4  0.048962  0.628222  48.82728  41.88849  2.695407  1.555642  0.621934  0.986709  2.796321  

 5  0.052198  0.568998  46.35162  39.42033  5.005257  1.382861  0.929135  2.423416  3.918388  

 6  0.055077  1.017049  42.52676  37.18237  7.436742  1.253278  0.912388  5.702676  3.968738  

 7  0.058075  1.843213  38.43083  35.91771  6.846104  2.522389  0.932083  9.936041  3.571638  

 8  0.060211  4.110422  35.76326  34.55201  6.749295  3.390491  0.879620  11.21994  3.334960  

 9  0.063405  6.594638  32.25388  33.16090  6.122497  5.553182  0.858462  12.30908  3.147361  

 10  0.065403  7.877872  30.31364  31.23034  5.806111  6.836115  1.037933  13.85502  3.042963  

 11  0.068889  8.684193  27.94682  28.15699  5.689087  8.427629  3.531832  14.33260  3.230853  

 12  0.073707  11.48575  26.13782  24.97372  6.821892  8.823675  4.402854  14.10075  3.253547  

 13  0.081043  13.51987  23.64853  22.29855  6.778659  9.260127  4.912765  15.34193  4.239559  

 14  0.088631  13.03094  22.44784  19.06103  8.044215  10.06503  5.397556  16.42430  5.529088  

 15  0.095514  13.74444  21.42009  16.44368  8.051922  11.02500  5.836944  17.82991  5.648019  

 16  0.101724  15.29003  20.61039  14.89744  8.793499  11.20952  6.225950  17.10192  5.871256  

 17  0.106810  15.92793  19.32288  14.10237  8.634647  11.43262  6.871506  17.43648  6.271562  

 18  0.113492  18.49109  17.67119  13.58130  9.051106  11.36633  7.134058  17.03824  5.666680  

 19  0.119553  20.16123  16.52612  13.52668  9.786938  11.39056  7.212662  15.95327  5.442543  

 20  0.127671  21.73447  15.48344  13.03896  10.52000  13.11864  7.080380  14.23655  4.787558  

 21  0.137841  22.54445  14.27851  11.70976  12.18558  15.62677  7.315767  12.22647  4.112697  

 22  0.148943  23.28996  12.56625  10.41898  12.75809  18.90034  8.031201  10.51059  3.524589  

 23  0.160147  24.20580  10.96156  9.162629  12.08790  22.72089  8.482773  9.320988  3.057457  

 24  0.170709  24.63885  9.663318  8.082943  10.96921  26.22237  8.927612  8.735378  2.760321  

 25  0.181904  24.89014  8.511495  7.126766  9.785067  29.42215  9.511327  8.227354  2.525700  

 26  0.194018  25.08577  7.484064  6.265837  8.624545  31.97641  10.40451  7.909881  2.248982  

 27  0.206073  24.68804  6.641937  5.566440  7.778917  34.19911  11.40119  7.698375  2.025995  

 28  0.217931  24.01394  5.985549  4.987769  7.229567  36.05445  12.52948  7.364803  1.834443  

 29  0.229219  23.38854  5.620856  4.544503  7.015736  36.77271  13.83097  7.082611  1.744074  

 30  0.240115  22.66096  5.427330  4.249229  7.006402  37.30184  14.73191  6.916669  1.705658  
           
           

 

In sum, our empirical results suggest that steel futures prices respond to the implementation of 

trade barriers, and this response is not trivial relative to the overall fluctuations in rebar futures prices. 

 

Equity Price Response to Duties 

 

As an additional feature of this study, we investigate how equity prices of some of China’s largest 

steel companies respond to duties. We include six publicly traded steel firms, including Baoshan (currently 

Baowu), Hesteel (currently HBIS), Angang (a subsidiary of Anshan Steel), Maanshan, Shandong, and 

Sansteel. Note that Baowu, China’s largest steel firm, produced 95 million tons of steel in 2019, while the 
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entire US steel industry produced 88 million tons of steel in 2019. Hesteel, China’s number two steel firm, 

produced 47 million tons of steel in 2019. 

We assume that the share prices of these firms are exogenous to industry supply and demand side 

variables and we therefore utilize an autoregressive distributed lag (ARDL) model instead of the VAR 

model used above.  The Akaike info criterion (AIC) is used to determine the appropriate number of lags 

of our dependent and independent variables.  Note that we do not include company financials that should 

generally serve as the primary determinant of a company’s equity price.  Instead, we simply include the 

variables incorporated in our VAR above, with our primary interest in the statistical significance of the 

trade-weighted duties variable. 

The assumption of exogeneity of Chinese steel equity prices is reasonable, since steel rebar is a 

primarily a homogeneous good, and despite the enormity of some Chinese steel firms, each firm is small 

relative to the entire market, which is far less concentrated then steel industries in most other countries. In 

other words, each firm is a price taker regarding input cost and output prices. Therefore, individual firm 

share prices, profitability, or other firm-specific features should not determine industry wide cost variables 

or construction activity. We present panel autoregressive distributed lag (ARDL) results below, with firm-

specific results available upon request. 
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Table 8 – Chinese steel firm share price estimation 

 
Dependent Variable: DLOG(SHARE_PRICE)  

Method: ARDL    

Included observations: 1374 after adjustments  

Number of models evalulated: 26  

Selected Model: ARDL(1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1) 
     
     Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob.*   
     
      Long Run Equation   
     
     LOG(REBAR_FUTURE) 3.134808 1.605390 1.952678 0.0511 

LOG(ORE_FUTURE) -3.478591 1.395356 -2.492978 0.0128 

LOG(COKE_FUTURE) 0.591119 0.761150 0.776613 0.4375 

LOG(SCRAP) -0.842447 0.989808 -0.851121 0.3949 

LOG(ENERGY) 3.005026 2.040459 1.472720 0.1411 

LOG(CONSTRUCTION) 0.292166 0.746209 0.391534 0.6955 

LOG(EXPORTS_Q) -0.648992 0.691352 -0.938729 0.3480 

LOG(WEIGHT_DUTY_FINAL) -1.613438 0.908608 -1.775724 0.0760 
     
      Short Run Equation   
     
     COINTEQ01 -0.021734 0.002525 -8.607058 0.0000 

DLOG(REBAR_FUTURE) 0.272717 0.065733 4.148869 0.0000 

DLOG(ORE_FUTURE) 0.025535 0.063604 0.401471 0.6881 

DLOG(COKE_FUTURE) 0.035767 0.053212 0.672158 0.5016 

DLOG(SCRAP) -0.099773 0.041586 -2.399170 0.0166 

DLOG(ENERGY) 0.991536 0.207516 4.778115 0.0000 

DLOG(CONSTRUCTION) -0.338096 0.059706 -5.662638 0.0000 

DLOG(EXPORTS_Q) 0.059231 0.012873 4.601300 0.0000 

DLOG(WEIGHT_DUTY_FINAL) -0.035352 0.019735 -1.791354 0.0735 

C -0.358416 0.041595 -8.616888 0.0000 
     
     Root MSE 0.057061     Mean dependent var 0.003110 

S.D. dependent var 0.060265     S.E. of regression 0.058521 

Akaike info criterion -2.804679     Sum squared resid 4.493265 

Schwarz criterion -2.546977     Log likelihood 2003.229 

Hannan-Quinn criter. -2.708275    
     
     

*Note: p-values and any subsequent tests do not account for model selection. 

 

Results indicate that share prices rise in response to higher rebar futures prices, in both the short 

run and long run equations, as expected. We also see that iron ore futures prices are negatively associated 

with share prices in the long-run equation. This also makes sense, since iron ore is the most important input 

into steel production, with every ton of steel requiring about 1.6 tons of iron ore. Higher share prices are 

associated with lower investment spending on construction in the short-run equation, opposite as expected. 

However, results indicate that increased steel exports are associated with higher share prices, as expected. 
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Finally, and of greatest interest to our study, results indicate that duties are associated with lower 

equity prices of Chinese steel firms in both the short and long run. Shareholders view trade barriers as an 

impediment to profitability, which is reasonable if the Chinese steel industry is plagued by overcapacity 

and in need of foreign markets to absorb this excess capacity. 

 

Share Price Volatility – V-LAB Data 

 

The second part of our share price analysis is to study the impact of duties on the volatility of the 

share prices of the Chinese steel firms. We utilize NYU’s Volatility Laboratory (V-Lab) data series to study 

the impact of duties on the volatility of share prices of the large Chinese steel firms studied above. 

Specifically, we use the Generalized Autoregressive Conditional Heteroskedasticity (GARCH) series 

provided by the V-Lab, wherein each firm is modeled with individual GARCH parameters to generate 

volatility series, which we then pool to form a panel data set.14 We once again use an autoregressive 

distributed lag model containing the industry VAR parameters used above, with the AIC determining the 

precise features of the model. Results are presented below in Table 9. 

 

Table 9 – Chinese steel firm share price volatility estimation 
 

Dependent Variable: DLOG(VLAB-GARCH)  

Method: ARDL    

Included observations: 1228 after adjustments  

Model selection method: Akaike info criterion (AIC) 

Number of models evalulated: 26  

Selected Model: ARDL(2, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1) 

 
     
     Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob.*   
     
      Long Run Equation   
     
     

                                                           
14 GARCH models are appropriate for time series data where the variance error term is serially autocorrelated and 

follows an autoregressive moving average process.  GARCH models capture important features of financial time 

series, such as distributions with heavier tails and volatility clustering. A description of the parametric form of 

GARCH models can be found at https://vlab.stern.nyu.edu/docs/volatility/GARCH. 
Graphs of the GARCH series for the Chinese steel firms in our sample are found in the appendix.  

 

 

https://vlab.stern.nyu.edu/docs/volatility/GARCH
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LOG(REBAR_FUTURE) 0.501944 1.411102 0.355710 0.7221 

LOG(ORE_FUTURE) -1.579807 0.907182 -1.741444 0.0819 

LOG(COKE_FUTURE) 1.381957 0.731545 1.889094 0.0591 

LOG(SCRAP) 1.313969 0.909102 1.445348 0.1486 

LOG(ENERGY) -4.801183 1.516442 -3.166085 0.0016 

LOG(CONSTRUCTION) -2.074129 0.677126 -3.063136 0.0022 

LOG(EXPORTS_Q) 1.015562 0.617169 1.645517 0.1001 

LOG(WEIGHT_DUTY_FINAL) -1.115982 0.716010 -1.558612 0.1193 
     
      Short Run Equation   
     
     COINTEQ01 -0.106443 0.013787 -7.720414 0.0000 

DLOG(VLABGARCH(-1)) 0.231969 0.010891 21.29835 0.0000 

DLOG(REBAR_FUTURE) 0.725313 0.130978 5.537680 0.0000 

DLOG(ORE_FUTURE) 0.029997 0.093551 0.320650 0.7485 

DLOG(COKE_FUTURE) -0.535105 0.224848 -2.379849 0.0175 

DLOG(SCRAP) 1.182560 0.300936 3.929600 0.0001 

DLOG(ENERGY) 0.187646 2.055646 0.091283 0.9273 

DLOG(CONSTRUCTION) 1.456545 0.154064 9.454180 0.0000 

DLOG(EXPORTS_Q) -0.506980 0.102774 -4.932966 0.0000 

DLOG(WEIGHT_DUTY_FINAL) -0.236034 0.059742 -3.950867 0.0001 

C 0.568717 0.080190 7.092120 0.0000 
     
     Log likelihood 36.23028    
     
     

*Note: p-values and any subsequent tests do not account for model selection. 

 

Focusing on our primary variable of interest, we find that the coefficient on the trade-weighted 

tariff variable is negative and highly significant in the short-run equation. This suggests that duties imposed 

on Chinese rebar exports reduce the volatility of Chinese steel share prices, an interesting and perhaps 

unexpected result. Why would trade protection result in lower share price volatility, especially in the short 

run? It may be the case that duties reduce the likelihood of exporting and increase reliance on the domestic 

market. While this may result in lower profits, as our share price analysis indicated above, it also may imply 

a less opaque near-term future, one that is easier to forecast since it does not depend on the volatility of 

foreign markets. 

 

V. Conclusion 

Chinese rebar futures are the most heavily traded futures contract in the World, but there has been 

relatively little attention paid to this market in the literature. Furthermore, we are not aware of any studies 

investigating the impact of trade protection on Chinese steel futures prices. We attempt to fill this hole in 
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the literature by testing the impact of various import duties on SHFE rebar prices compared to the impact 

of these same duties on rebar spot prices in China. Our results indicate that SHFE rebar prices respond 

negatively to trade barriers, despite the relatively minor role that foreign markets play in Chinese rebar 

sales. In contrast, spot prices apparently are unresponsive to duties. 

We also test the impact of duties on equity prices of some of China’s largest steel firms. Results 

indicate that steel firms respond negatively to duties. Interestingly, our results involving share price 

volatility data from NYU’s V-Lab suggest that duties also reduce volatility. One possible explanation for 

this unexpected result is that trade barriers force Chinese firms to withdraw from more volatile export 

markets.
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Appendix: 

Appendix Table 1. Lag length Criterion 

A. Spot Model 

VAR Lag Order Selection Criteria    
Endogenous variables: LOG(REBAR_SPOT) LOG(ORE_SPOT) LOG(COKE_SPOT) 
LOG(SCRAP) LOG(CHINA_ENERGY_PRICE) INVEST_NEWCONSTRUCT 
LOG(STEEL_EXPORTS_Q) LOG(WEIGHT_DUTY_FINAL)  

Included observations: 251     
       
        Lag LogL LR FPE AIC SC HQ 
       
       0  577.4294 NA   1.48e-12 -4.537286 -4.424921 -4.492067 

1  4373.833  7320.555  1.79e-25 -34.27755 -33.26627 -33.87059 

2  4807.144  807.9272  9.47e-27 -37.22027  -35.31007*  -36.45156* 

3  4861.207  97.35566  1.03e-26 -37.14109 -34.33196 -36.01063 

4  4903.130  72.82339  1.24e-26 -36.96518 -33.25714 -35.47297 

5  5037.500  224.8423   7.13e-27*  -37.52590* -32.91893 -35.67194 

6  5090.651  85.54865  7.91e-27 -37.43945 -31.93356 -35.22374 

7  5159.304  106.1249  7.80e-27 -37.47652 -31.07172 -34.89907 

8  5184.927  37.97546  1.09e-26 -37.17073 -29.86701 -34.23153 

9  5247.544  88.81149  1.15e-26 -37.15971 -28.95707 -33.85876 

10  5294.040  62.98316  1.40e-26 -37.02024 -27.91867 -33.35754 

11  5354.105  77.53293  1.54e-26 -36.98888 -26.98839 -32.96443 

12  5398.244  54.16295  1.96e-26 -36.83063 -25.93122 -32.44443 

13  5449.631  59.78086  2.39e-26 -36.73013 -24.93180 -31.98218 

14  5555.899   116.8524*  1.92e-26 -37.06692 -24.36967 -31.95723 

15  5636.462  83.45193  1.94e-26 -37.19890 -23.60273 -31.72746 

16  5691.618  53.61816  2.46e-26 -37.12843 -22.63334 -31.29525 
       
       

 

B. Futures Model 

Lag length Criterion: Futures Model 

VAR Lag Order Selection Criteria    
Endogenous variables: LOG(REBAR_FUTURE) LOG(ORE_FUTURE) 
LOG(COKE_FUTURE) LOG(SCRAP) LOG(CHINA_ENERGY_PRICE) 
INVEST_NEWCONSTRUCT LOG(STEEL_EXPORTS_Q) LOG(WEIGHT_DUTY_FINAL)  

Sample: 1/03/1994 12/31/2018     

Included observations: 214     
       
       

 Lag LogL LR FPE AIC SC HQ 
       
       

0  521.6424 NA   1.14e-12 -4.800397 -4.674566 -4.749550 

1  3409.405  5532.630  3.93e-24 -31.19070 -30.05822 -30.73308 

2  3789.794  700.3427  2.05e-25 -34.14761  -32.00849*  -33.28321* 

3  3844.586  96.78097  2.24e-25 -34.06155 -30.91578 -32.79037 

4  3881.763  62.88859  2.92e-25 -33.81087 -29.65845 -32.13292 

5  3986.942  170.0556   2.02e-25* -34.19572 -29.03665 -32.11099 

6  4049.289  96.14346  2.11e-25 -34.18027 -28.01456 -31.68877 

7  4112.842  93.25066  2.21e-25 -34.17610 -27.00374 -31.27782 

8  4159.073  64.37731  2.75e-25 -34.01003 -25.83102 -30.70498     
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9  4214.190  72.63077  3.20e-25 -33.92701 -24.74136 -30.21518 

10  4273.482  73.69951  3.65e-25 -33.88301 -23.69071 -29.76441 

11  4337.333  74.59199  4.09e-25 -33.88162 -22.68267 -29.35624 

12  4400.119  68.65395  4.76e-25 -33.87027 -21.66468 -28.93811 

13  4448.853  49.64534  6.52e-25 -33.72760 -20.51536 -28.38867 

14  4553.611  98.88322  5.49e-25 -34.10851 -19.88962 -28.36280 

15  4671.304   102.2937*  4.29e-25 -34.61031 -19.38478 -28.45783 

16  4773.031  80.81136  4.11e-25  -34.96290* -18.73072 -28.40364 
       
 
 
 

      
 

Appendix Table 2. Unit Root Test 

A.  Unit Root test - Spot 
  

Series: LOG(REBAR_SPOT), LOG(COKE_SPOT_FOUND), 

        LOG(ORE_SPOT), LOG(SCRAP), INVEST_NEWCONSTRUCT, 

        LOG(CHINA_ENERGY_PRICE), LOG(STEEL_EXPORTS_Q), 

        LOG(WEIGHT_DUTY_FINAL)  

Date: 08/25/20   Time: 00:02  

Sample: 1/03/1994 12/31/2018  

Exogenous variables: Individual effects 

Automatic selection of maximum lags  

Automatic lag length selection based on MAIC: 0 to 14 

Newey-West automatic bandwidth selection and Bartlett kernel 
     
        Cross-  

Method Statistic Prob.** sections Obs 

Null: Unit root (assumes common unit root process)  

Levin, Lin & Chu t*  0.27896  0.6099  8  2382 

     

Null: Unit root (assumes individual unit root process)  

Im, Pesaran and Shin W-stat   1.05166  0.8535  8  2382 

ADF - Fisher Chi-square  9.29612  0.9007  8  2382 

PP - Fisher Chi-square  16.4485  0.4221  8  2448 
     
     ** Probabilities for Fisher tests are computed using an asymptotic Chi 

        -square distribution. All other tests assume asymptotic normality. 
 

B. Unit Root Test – future 

Series: LOG(REBAR_FUTURE), LOG(COKE_FUTURE), 

        LOG(ORE_FUTURE), LOG(SCRAP), INVEST_NEWCONSTRUCT, 

        LOG(CHINA_ENERGY_PRICE), LOG(STEEL_EXPORTS_Q), 

        LOG(WEIGHT_DUTY_FINAL)  

Date: 08/25/20   Time: 00:03  

Sample: 1/03/1994 12/31/2018  

Exogenous variables: Individual effects 

Automatic selection of maximum lags  

Automatic lag length selection based on MAIC: 0 to 14 

Newey-West automatic bandwidth selection and Bartlett kernel 
     
        Cross-  

Method Statistic Prob.** sections Obs 

Null: Unit root (assumes common unit root process)  

Levin, Lin & Chu t*  0.24532  0.5969  8  2333 
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Null: Unit root (assumes individual unit root process)  

Im, Pesaran and Shin W-stat   0.83039  0.7968  8  2333 

ADF - Fisher Chi-square  10.4417  0.8426  8  2333 

PP - Fisher Chi-square  17.9686  0.3257  8  2384 
     
     ** Probabilities for Fisher tests are computed using an asymptotic Chi 

        -square distribution. All other tests assume asymptotic normality. 
 

 

Appendix Table 3. Johansen Test for Cointegrating Vectors 

A. Johansen Test for Cointegrating Vectors: Spot Model 
 
Sample (adjusted): 3/11/2013 3/12/2018 

Included observations: 262 after adjustments     

Trend assumption: Linear deterministic trend     

Lags interval (in first differences): 1 to 4     
     
             

Unrestricted Cointegration Rank Test (Trace)     
        
        Hypothesized  Trace 0.05     

No. of CE(s) Eigenvalue Statistic Critical Value Prob.**    
        
        None *  0.288790  234.0733  159.5297  0.0000    

At most 1 *  0.164846  144.7872  125.6154  0.0020    

At most 2 *  0.129886  97.59081  95.75366  0.0371    

At most 3  0.084514  61.13840  69.81889  0.2021    

At most 4  0.071460  38.00380  47.85613  0.3018    

At most 5  0.045221  18.57860  29.79707  0.5235    

At most 6  0.024283  6.454328  15.49471  0.6418    

At most 7  5.23E-05  0.013692  3.841465  0.9067    
        
         Trace test indicates 3 cointegrating eqn(s) at the 0.05 level    

 * denotes rejection of the hypothesis at the 0.05 level    

 **MacKinnon-Haug-Michelis (1999) p-values     
 
 

B. Johansen Test for Cointegrating Vectors: Futures Model 
 

Date: 08/24/20   Time: 10:12      

Sample (adjusted): 2/10/2014 3/12/2018     

Included observations: 214 after adjustments     

Trend assumption: Linear deterministic trend     

Lags interval (in first differences): 1 to 15  
     
     Unrestricted Cointegration Rank Test (Trace)  

        
        Hypothesized  Trace 0.05     

No. of CE(s) Eigenvalue Statistic Critical Value Prob.**    
        
        None *  0.394527  422.5725  159.5297  0.0000    

At most 1 *  0.343054  315.1989  125.6154  0.0000    

At most 2 *  0.319052  225.2860  95.75366  0.0000    

At most 3 *  0.225928  143.0524  69.81889  0.0000    

At most 4 *  0.215673  88.24909  47.85613  0.0000    
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At most 5 *  0.112071  36.26220  29.79707  0.0078    

At most 6  0.038372  10.82542  15.49471  0.2224    

At most 7  0.011393  2.452191  3.841465  0.1174    
        
         Trace test indicates 6 cointegrating eqn(s) at the 0.05 level    

 * denotes rejection of the hypothesis at the 0.05 level    
 

 

Appendix Table 4. Coefficient estimates for trade-weighted duty variable in rebar futures equation:  

 

 D(log(weight_duty)) D(log(value_duty)) 

   

D(LOG(DUTY_FINAL(-1))) -0.276353 -0.201268 

  (0.11110)  (0.08812) 

 [-2.48740] [-2.28409] 

   

D(LOG(DUTY_FINAL(-2))) -0.182450 -0.135224 

  (0.10772)  (0.08521) 

 [-1.69370] [-1.58695] 

   

D(LOG(DUTY_FINAL(-3))) -0.129299 -0.073597 

  (0.10286)  (0.08213) 

 [-1.25705] [-0.89611] 

   

D(LOG(DUTY_FINAL(-4))) -0.270362 -0.193068 

  (0.09946)  (0.07972) 

 [-2.71841] [-2.42198] 

   

D(LOG(DUTY_FINAL(-5))) -0.163791 -0.101953 

  (0.09604)  (0.07789) 

 [-1.70537] [-1.30893] 

   

D(LOG(DUTY_FINAL(-6))) -0.212905 -0.157749 

  (0.08992)  (0.07343) 

 [-2.36759] [-2.14839] 

   

D(LOG(DUTY_FINAL(-7))) -0.169140 -0.124036 

  (0.08802)  (0.07292) 

 [-1.92168] [-1.70095] 

   

D(LOG(DUTY_FINAL(-8))) -0.154327 -0.111376 

  (0.08512)  (0.06995) 

 [-1.81304] [-1.59216] 

   

D(LOG(DUTY_FINAL(-9))) -0.185460 -0.111457 

  (0.08342)  (0.06877) 

 [-2.22334] [-1.62072] 

   

D(LOG(DUTY_FINAL(-10))) -0.223017 -0.165921 

  (0.08256)  (0.06704) 

 [-2.70123] [-2.47485] 

   

D(LOG(DUTY_FINAL(-11))) -0.042345 -0.023162 

  (0.07952)  (0.06468) 

 [-0.53253] [-0.35810] 
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D(LOG(DUTY_FINAL(-12))) -0.084985 -0.057610 

  (0.07673)  (0.06277) 

 [-1.10765] [-0.91782] 

   

D(LOG(DUTY_FINAL(-13))) -0.200735 -0.152212 

  (0.07615)  (0.06114) 

 [-2.63616] [-2.48965] 

   

D(LOG(DUTY_FINAL(-14))) -0.103860 -0.072893 

  (0.07246)  (0.05738) 

 [-1.43331] [-1.27032] 

   

D(LOG(DUTY_FINAL(-15))) -0.230161 -0.175713 

  (0.06855)  (0.05387) 

 [-3.35762] [-3.26195] 

 

 

 

Appendix Table 5. Robustness Test:  Expanding lags for Spot Model using 10, 15, 20 lags 

VEC Granger Causality/Block Exogeneity Wald Tests 

Date: 08/24/20   Time: 11:01  

Sample: 1/03/1994 12/31/2018  

Included observations: 256  
    
        

Dependent variable: D(LOG(REBAR_SPOT)) 
    
    Excluded Chi-sq df Prob. 
    
    D(LOG(ORE_SPOT))  13.07490 10  0.2195 

D(LOG(COKE_SPOT))  11.90289 10  0.2916 

D(LOG(SCRAP))  21.00742 10  0.0210 

D(LOG(CHINA_ENERGY_PRICE))  15.00449 10  0.1319 

D(INVEST_NEWCONSTRUCT)  40.24397 10  0.0000 

D(LOG(STEEL_EXPORTS_Q))  40.29601 10  0.0000 

D(LOG(WEIGHT_DUTY_FINAL))  8.786317 10  0.5525 
    
    All  120.2101 70  0.0002 
    
    

 

VEC Granger Causality/Block Exogeneity Wald Tests 

Date: 08/17/20   Time: 22:55  

Sample: 1/30/2012 12/31/2018  

Included observations: 251  

    
        

Dependent variable: D(LOG(REBAR_SPOT)) 

    
    Excluded Chi-sq df Prob. 

    
    D(LOG(ORE_SPOT))  22.44268 15  0.0967 

D(LOG(COKE_SPOT))  25.51688 15  0.0434 

D(LOG(SCRAP))  42.92757 15  0.0002 

D(LOG(CHINA_ENERGY_PRICE))  26.13876 15  0.0366 

D(INVEST_NEWCONSTRUCT)  64.27508 15  0.0000 
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D(LOG(STEEL_EXPORTS_Q))  57.00067 15  0.0000 

D(LOG(VALUE_DUTY_FINAL))  18.83613 15  0.2213 

    
    All  191.8340 105  0.0000 

    
    

 

VEC Granger Causality/Block Exogeneity Wald Tests 

Date: 08/24/20   Time: 11:25  

Sample: 1/03/1994 12/31/2018  

Included observations: 246  
    
        

Dependent variable: D(LOG(REBAR_SPOT)) 
    
    Excluded Chi-sq df Prob. 
    
    D(LOG(ORE_SPOT))  34.52691 20  0.0228 

D(LOG(COKE_SPOT_FOUND))  34.95169 20  0.0204 

D(LOG(SCRAP))  42.33387 20  0.0025 

D(LOG(CHINA_ENERGY_PRICE))  40.68717 20  0.0041 

D(INVEST_NEWCONSTRUCT)  52.47811 20  0.0001 

D(LOG(STEEL_EXPORTS_Q))  64.73152 20  0.0000 

D(LOG(WEIGHT_DUTY_FINAL))  24.47221 20  0.2224 
    
    All  269.7778 140  0.0000 
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V-Lab GARCH Volatility for Chinese Steel Firms  
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